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} Training  
} Cluster planning 
} Resources 
} Innovation Fund 
} L2 and L3   
} Parental engagement  
} Communication 
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} 4 Development Officers appointed March ’14 
} 1+2 Hub established as a work base and 

training facility 
} Authority-wide audit completed and needs 

identified 
} Strategic implementation plan created for West 

Lothian 
} Inter-authority partnership established 
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Presentation Notes
4 development officers coming from a range of backgrounds.  Needed practitioners with credibility who had a good professional reputation, that we had primary and secondary, class teacher from primary and support for learning teacher from primary. In this set up phase with the 2-year approach, we needed to be weighted towards primary.  We were also clear that in terms of our ambition that we didn’t want to be operating out of a laptop bag. We wanted a go-to place where we could deliver training and that allowed us to establish roots.  Audit – sense at beginning of herding cats, strategic implementation plan which was co-crafted with development officers is what guides our work.  We weren’t confident that we could plan until… we will add detail incrementally each year.  Key message from audit – schools were looking for training, advice, support in terms of hearts and minds, clear priorities – training, resources, support and advice.  From that we created our strategic implementation plan which impacts on our cluster plans and on DOs work plans. Implementation plan guides our steering group.  Membership of the group is representative of our next challenges.  



} Parent representatives (x3) welcomed to 
   WL 1+2 Steering group 
} Leaflet created for parents 
} PowerPoint presentation created and 

distributed for use at parent/teacher 
consultations and parent council meetings 
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} Development Officers attended ‘Train the Trainer’ 
course (Education Scotland/SCILT) 

} Currently delivering PLL in French & Spanish to 70 
WL primary teachers 

} Lead Learners appointed in Primary Schools 
} Lead Learner training days in 1+2 Hub 
} Short Course : 6 week introduction to PLL 

delivered by Secondary teachers (French, Spanish, 
German) April-June 2015 
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Train the trainer pivotal in ensuring that we were all on the same message. While we had diversity in DO team, the reverse side of the coin is that we need to have lots of meetings and ensure that we’re all giving the same message.



} Annual cluster implementation plans 
} Clusters have received a cross-sector 

introductory session on 1+2 
} Curriculum pathways created 
} Frameworks P1-7 being developed 
} Development in Cluster-based Learning 

Communities (cross sector) 
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Expectation is that clusters will produce an annual implementation plan, across sectors.  The first was high-level and at a strategic level, making it part of school improvement plans. In its best form, and we’ve got good examples of these, its been co-created with lead learners.  Zoe’s role has been investing in secondary depts to created developing understanding of 1+2.  We’ve had to be confident in knowing that these returns won’t be instantaneous – hearts and minds.  Its about developing an understanding that secondary depts need to be proactive in thinking and planning ahead as to what this looks like for their pupils in their BGE.  Its about exploring the possibilities of change to gain the best return on the investment. Cluster based learning communities are in early stages and starting to take off.  Ultimately these communities will become self-sufficient and able to share practice with others.  



} Curriculum pathways and frameworks 
} List of suggested resources and funding 
} Power Language Platform centrally acquired 

resource from LFEE 
} SharePoint 
} YOLA City of Edinburgh Modern Languages site 
} People! 
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We’ve not been prescriptive and we’ve asked cluster based learning communities to link their resource choices to their implementation plan – local responses to local needs.  Trying to develop ownership – those who are using the resources are those who are choosing them.  In the true spirit of CfE, some of key learners are staff. It is really intersting that some of the small things are making a huge difference – puppets which are new and intriguing to the children rather than dusty, antiquated resources.  In terms of investing in people, we’re encouraging people to think differently, act creatively and take calculated risks.  Our biggest resource is our people and its about building confidence and capacity and finding solutions to problems.  



} Address needs identified in the initial audit 
} Creativity and innovation in developing 

capacity and enhancing learners’ experiences  
} Bids up to £1000 per project 
} Innovative with the potential for enhancing the 

practice of others 
} Creative in challenging learners to learn in 

different ways 
} Be shared with others 
} Cluster bids to 2015 Innovation Fund will take 

priority 
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57 bidsInnovation fund offered as practical support to staff. Aiming to offer practitioners opportunities to do things differently and make a clear change in the provision of language teaching and learning in their schools and their classrooms.    Needs identified in audit reflected in cluster improvement plans. Linked to implementation plan and development officer work plan.  Offers individual schools the opportunity to fund developments which might otherwise be unavailable.  It opens up possibilities.  Schools have thought deeply about why they want the money and 



Armadale Learning Community 
 
} ‘Accès Studio ActiveTeach Online’  
} Provide consistency in delivery of language to P7 

pupils across our learning community  
} Dovetails into the new S1 Studio 1 resource 
} Includes progression, assessment, up to date 

reading and listening resources, to complement  
culturally rich existing resources 

} Will help to track pupil progress throughout BGE 
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What this does is promotes consistency in delivery and opportunity for co-operative teaching between primary and secondary staff. Investing in the future



East Calder Primary School bid 
UN: What? 
} iPads allowing us to access the vast resources, games & apps to 

encourage enjoyment of language learning and use 

DEUX: Impact? 
} Effective and creative use of ICT 
} Developing skills for learning, life and work 
} Games based learning 

TROIS: Sharing the learning? 
} Parents consolidate children’s learning activities at home 
} Activities to be shared on WLC 'Sharing our learning' blog 
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The James Young High School 
 

} Highlight the importance of languages to primary pupils  
} Develop peer teaching & independent learning 
} Develop closer links between primary and secondary 

schools in the context of BGE 
} Facilitate primary/secondary professional dialogue at 

classroom teacher level 
} Bid:  decorations/food for cooking/café props and 

stationery to provide an immersion day for the cluster 
primaries 

} S3 secondary pupils deliver lessons to P7 
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Williamston Primary School 
 
} In-school training course  
} Increase confidence in delivering French 
} Highlight resources/activities available  
} Children’s learning experiences will be enhanced 

through a greater variety of strategies of teaching 
methods. 
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} Regular visits to clusters and schools 
 ‘We don’t need you to be expert linguists, 
 the expertise lies in your pedagogy’ 
} Network events 
} West Lothian 1+2 SharePoint 
} Twitter feed 
} Newsletters 
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1+2 WLC@1plus2_WLC 
 
zoe.bathgate@westlothian.org.uk 
jane.keegan@westlothian.org.uk 
maureen.mcnaughton@westlothian.gov.uk 
 
WL 1 + 2 Development 
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